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Potty Training
A guide for pet parents

An easy to follow guide to help
pet parents with a new puppy,
rescue, or older dog that can't

seem to learn new tricks!



Tips for success
8 simple tips to set you and your dog up for potty
training success.

puppy pads
How to phase out the use of puppy pads.

create an alert
Bells, speech buttons, and teaching the "speak" cue
to help dogs communicate with us.

potty training tracker
A tracker to help you predict your dog's potty
schedule.
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in this guide
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When they're using the bathroom use your “potty” cue. As your pup begins to
associate the word with going to the bathroom you can start using the cue just
before they go (look for the signs that they’re about to go – circling, sniffing, leg
lifting etc.). Eventually, you can cue your dog and if they have to go, they’ll go! 

3. teach the cue

After they use the bathroom get excited and give them a few treats (treat party!).
Then, playtime! Unless it’s late at night and you’re just out for a quick potty break
before bed, let them have some play time outside after being successful. Take
them off leash if it’s safe! 

4. celebrate success

tips for success

Take them outside to a specific potty area on leash. Spend 10 mins with them, if
they don’t use the bathroom bring them back inside and try again in 10 minutes,
maybe even sooner. Do not let them out of your sight!

  2. stay on task

Keep your shoes on because you need to take them outside for potty breaks often!
Until you understand their needs, they should be going outside at least every hour
and after eating, drinking, playing, or napping.

time outside1.
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When you leave them alone use a crate (for up to 4 hours), exercise pen, or area
while you’re away. Most dogs won’t soil their crate unless they’re anxious or have
been left too long. Exercise pens and blocked off rooms are big enough to have a
puppy pad if needed. 

7. Leaving them alone

Accidents in the house can be frustrating, especially when you've just had them
outside. It's important to not punish an accident. Dogs see the world as safe or
scary and we don't want to be seen as scary to our pup. A scared dog is only
learning to fear you, not go outside to potty, and they're likely to find hiding places
to pee and poop. Take 6 deep breaths, clean up the accident and immediately take
them outside.

8. Accidents

tips for success

Every dog’s needs are different so taking them out hourly may not be frequent
enough. Watch for signs like circling, sniffing, trying to sneak off to their favourite
spot or walking towards their puppy pad if you use one. 

  6. watch for signs

If they wander off and pee or poop in other rooms, block them from being able to
travel without your supervision. Temporarily use baby gates, exercise pens, closed
doors, and tethering to you to help you keep an eye on your pup. As an example,
gate a room off where you spend most of your time then tether your dog to you
when you have to work in the kitchen.  

5. contain the beast
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puppy

pads

Love 'em or hate 'em, puppy pads can be a useful tool for many
pet parents. People living in large buildings may need to use them
long term if they’re not able to get their dog out to the bathroom in
time. I used puppy pads temporarily when my puppy was small – it
was winter and tough to get her out fast enough after she woke
up!

If you’re one of those pet parents that want to phase out the use of
puppy pads or only use them when you’ll be away for longer
periods, read on for my tips:

1. If you see your dog heading for the pee pad, intervene and get
them outside ASAP! 
2. Consider removing the pee pad or blocking access to it when
you want them to go outside.
3. Move the puppy pad closer to the outside door. This may not
always be possible but if you can, begin inching it to the door you
want them to use. If weather permits, put a soiled pad outside to
show them where to go. 
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Some dogs learn to scratch the door or whine to go
out while others have a poker face and show no
signs of having to go until they’re pooping on your
floor. Use the training tips on the next page to help
you teach your dog an effective way to let you
know it’s time for a bathroom break

Create an Alert
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Bell Training – Hang a set of potty training bells by the door you
use the most often. Teach your dog to “touch” or “target” with
their nose and ring the bell each time you take them to potty. 

create an alert

Speech Buttons – Use a speech button with the word outside
recorded. Place it by the door and use it each time you go outside.
If your dog won’t touch the buttons themselves, you can teach
them to target with their paw. Check out the link for a detailed
guide to teach your dog to use speech buttons. 

Teach Speak – Once they respond to the cue with a bark, practice
every time you are at the door to go outside. With some practice
they should associate going out that door with a bark and
hopefully start walking to the door and giving a bark to alert to
their bathroom needs. 

https://www.facebook.com/nohassledogtraining/videos/1565020973937825
https://www.facebook.com/nohassledogtraining/videos/1565020973937825
https://fluent.pet/pages/getting-started-with-talking-buttons
https://www.akc.org/expert-advice/training/train-your-dog-to-speak/#:~:text=As%20soon%20as%20your%20dog,to%20%E2%80%9Cspeak%E2%80%9D%20on%20command.


When accidents are rare, try testing your dog by
leaving them alone in one area (preferably with
easy to clean floors!) for short periods of time. 

Slowly build up their ability to be unsupervised
and not have accidents. Take them outside
immediately after releasing them from their
area. 
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day time pee poop in/out? comments

monday 7:30am x x outside

no

overnight

accidents!

monday 10am x  inside front hall

monday 12pm x x outside  

monday 2pm x  outside  

monday 4pm x x inside
distracted

by kids

monday 6pm x x outside  

monday 8pm x  outside  

monday 10:30pm x x outside  
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potty training tracker
Track your pup’s potty times to develop a regular schedule. After
1-2 weeks you may see patterns (they have a midafternoon poop
after a nap, or they pee every 4 hours). Now, tweak your potty
schedule to match their needs and reduce indoor accidents. 

In the example below there were two accidents, one mid-morning
and another when the kids came home from school. On Tuesday I
will try to take the pup out by 10am and again right before the
kids arrive home.

 



day time pee poop in/out? comments
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potty training tracker
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Amanda is the owner and head dog trainer at
Amanda VanTassel's Dog Training Services. She is a
certified dog trainer who specializes in force-free
training for puppies and young dogs.

Mabel is Amanda's companion and demonstration
dog. Her favourite enrichment activities include
snuffling wild strawberries from the lawn and
shredding paper from the recycling bin. 
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Work with us
If you need extra support for your dog's potty

training troubles please reach out to us. With your
schedule and lifestyle in mind, we'll put together a
practical plan to help you and your pup succeed! 

click here

https://yourwebsite.com/
https://nohassledogtraining.ca/

